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The T-72 was designed and first built in the Soviet Union. T-72 "Ural" (Ob'yekt 172M) (1973): Original
version, armed with 125 mm D-81TM smoothbore tank gun. Unlike the later versions it had the searchlight
mounted on left.
T-72 operators and variants - Wikipedia
The Ford Zephyr is a car that was manufactured by Ford of Britain from 1950 to 1972. Initially, the four
cylinder version was named Ford Consul but from 1962 both four- and six-cylinder versions were named
Zephyr, the Consul name having been discontinued on this line of cars.. The Zephyr, and its luxury variants,
the Ford Zodiac and Ford Executive, were the largest passenger cars in the ...
Ford Zephyr - Wikipedia
Weebly makes it surprisingly easy to create a high-quality website, blog or online store. Over 40 million
people use Weebly to bring their unique ideas to life.
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